
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of chemical engineer.
Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for chemical engineer

Assists in the preparation of product or project definitions, manufacturing
drawings and specifications, and test requirements using state of the art test
equipment
Work under close to moderate supervision
Support the resin manufacturing operations at the Trenton Plant
Coordinate technical activities within the Saflex/Butvar manufacturing
operations and interface with the Trenton Plant HSES, Maintenance and
Engineering organizations
Weekly production reporting/tracking
Works with Technical Advising and plant personnel to optimize operations to
meet Business and plant goals
Maintains a high level of safety awareness for self and others through daily
practices, management of change, and incorporation into manufacturing
processes
Provide information throughout various proposal, engineering, and
construction phases to the proposal and project teams with regard to all
aspects of chemical engineering
Develop sizing information for Process Equipment (compressors, pumps, heat
exchangers, distillation columns, separators, fired heaters, reactors, water
treatment systems, ) and provide information in the form of equipment data
sheets
Participate in development of equipment specifications, bid reviews, technical
drawing and document reviews, and tracking of engineering budget and
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Qualifications for chemical engineer

Due to policy requirements, must not graduate more than 12 months before
start date
A willingness to promote safety and environmental excellence in the
workplace is essential
Ability to work in a multi-tasking environment, manage project execution and
follow up, monitor and manage information, manage interactions with others
and balance multiple priorities
The successful candidate must be willing to accept accountability for their
own decisions, performance, and behavior
Possess good communication skills (verbal and written) and the ability to
establish and maintain a positive and professional working relationship with
all individuals, listen carefully and understand various points of view
Candidate will possess the ability to perform in a team environment and / or
as a team leader to achieve consensus for decisions and implement/follow-up
on those decisions


